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We describe here some recent work regard

ing our mathematical design of apparatus that 

exploits microgravity conditions for accurate ex

perimental determination of contact angle. The 

underlying motivation for the procedures rests 

on a discontinuous dependence of the capillary 

free surface interface S on the contact angle 

/, in a cylindrical capillary tube whose sec-
I 

tion (base) n contains a protruding corner with 

opening angle 2a, see Figure 1. Specifically, in 

a gravity-free environment, n can be chosen so 

that, for all sufficiently large fluid volume, the 

height of S is uniquely determined as a (single

valued) function u(x, y) entirely covering the 

base; the height u is bounded over n, uniformly 

in 1 throughout the range j, - ~I :::; a, while 

for j,- ~I > a the fluid will necessarily move 

to the corner and uncover the base, rising to 

infinity (or falling to negative infinity) at the 

vertex, regardless of volume. Background de

tails and historical discussion are given in [1], 

[2], [3]. We mention here only that procedures 

based on the phenomenon promise excellent ac

curacy when 1 is close to 1r /2 but may be 

subject to experimental error when 1 is close 

to zero (or 1r), as the "singular" part of the 

1 

domain over which the fluid accumulates (or 

disappears) when a critical angle 'Yo is crossed 

then becomes very small and may be difficult 

to observe. In what follows, we ignore the triv

ial case 1 = 1r /2 (planar free surface interface), 

to simplify the discussion. 

rv s 

Figure 1. Capillary surface in cylindrical 
tube with protruding comer in section. 

As a way to overcome the experimental dif

ficulty, "canonical proboscis" sections n were 

introduced in [4]. These domains consist of a 

circular arc attached symmetrically to a (sym-



metric) pair of curves described by 

x+C = J Ro2
- y 2 + Ro sin')'o 

. ln J Ro 2 
- y 2 cos 'Yo - y sin 'Yo 

Ro + y cos 'Yo+ J Ro 2
- y2 sin 'Yo' 

(1) 

and meeting at a point P on the x-axis, see Fig

. ure 2. Here Ro, as well as the particular points 

of attachment, may be chosen arbitrarily. The 

case 'Yo < 7f /2 is illustrated; the supplementary 

one 'Yo > n /2 is reduced to that one on replac

ing the height u by its negative. We discuss here 

only the case 'Yo < n /2 in what follows. The 

(continuum of) circular arcs r 0 are all horizon

tal translates of a given such arc, of radius Ro 

and with center on the x-axis, and the curves 

(1) have the property that they meet all the 

arcs f 0 in the constant angle 'YO· If the radius 

p of the circular boundary arc can be chosen in 

such a way that 

I.EIRo cos 'Yo = IDI,. (2) 

then the arcs r 0 become extremals for a "sub

sidiary" variational problem ( [5], see also [4, 

Chap. 6], [3]) determined by the functional 

defined over piecewise smooth arcs r, see Fig

ure 3. (I.EI and IDI denote respectively the 

length of .E and area of n.) It can be shown 

[5], [2] that every extremal for ~ is a subarc 

of a semicircle of radius Ro, with center on the 

side of r exterior to !1*, and that it meets .E 

in angles ~ 'Yo on the side of r within !1*, and 

~ 7f - 'Yo on the other side of r (and thus in 

2 

Figure 2. Proboscis domain showing three 
members of the continuum of extremal arcs. 

Q* 

Figure 3. Admissible configuration for vari
ational problem. 

angle ')'o within !1* whenever the intersection 

point is a smooth point of .E). It is remark

able that whenever (2) holds, ~ = 0 for every 

!1* that is cut off in the proboscis by one of the 

arcs fo; see [4] and the references cited there. 

In [4], a value for p was obtained empirically 

from (2) in a range of configurations, and it was 

conjectured that the angle 'Yo on which the 

construction is based would be critical for the 

geometry. That is, a solution of the "capillary 

problem" 

d . T I.EI 
IV u = TOT cos')' in n, 

v · Tu = cos')' on .E, 

\ 
•' 
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where 
'Vu 

Tu = ---;==:==:::::::::::;:: J1 + IY'ul2 

and v is the exterior unit normal on 'E, should 

exist in n if and only if b - ~ I < bo - ~ j. Ad

ditionally, the surface height should approach 

infinity as I 'Y - ~ I / I 'Yo - ~ I, exactly in the 

region swept out by the arcs ro. And if upper 

and lower bounds for p can be found, indepen

dent of 'Y and of the points of attachment of the 

circular arc portion of the boundary, then the 

section n can be designed so as to be contained 

in a fixed rectangle and so that the "singu

lar" 0 0 * contains another fixed rectangle, for 

all choices of 'Y bounded away from 1r /2. If 'Y is 

close to 1r /2 then previously applied techniques 

for determining contact angle in corner domains 

with planar walls are effective, see [6, p.136]. 

Thus, the experimental apparatus can be built 

so as to remai'n bounded in size, and so that the 

observed singular behavior occurs over a fixed . 

rectangle, for all eventual measurements in the 

range of 'Y for which the previous techniques do 

not apply well. 
~y 

For the above conjectures, which form the 

basis of our proposed procedure and for which 

the mathematical underpinnings were proved 

only partially in [4], complete mathematical 

rroofs have been obtain-ed. Specifically, it is 

shown in [7]: 

Theorem 1. For any 'Yo in the range 0 :S 'Yo < 

1r /2 and for any point of attachment, there exists 

a unique solution p of (2) as an unbranched 

continuation of the unique value p = 2Ro cos 'Yo 

obtained when the point of attachment is at P, 

3 

and there holds Ro cos 'Yo ::; p ::; 2Ro. 

Theorem 2. Let p be determined as in Theo

rem 1 for a proboscis domain n, and let r be a 

subarc inn of a semicircle of radius Ro. Let 0 0 
be the portion of n cut out by r on the side ex

terior to its center. Then <I>[D0; 'Yo] 2: 0, equality 

holding if and only if r is one of the extremal 

arcs indicated in Figure 2. 

The stated geometrical properties of n 
follow from Theorem 1, from the relation 

2a = 1r - 2"(o for the angle 2a formed at P, 

and from the convexity properties of the curves 

(1) that are considered. Using general results 

established in [5] and in [2, Chap. 6], Theorem 

2 establishes that 'Yo is the critical angle and 
• 

also that there are no "extraneous" extremals, 

that is, the proboscis domain swept out by the 

extremal arcs r indicated in Figure 2 is exactly 

the domain in which the fluid height will rise 

unboundedly as~b- ~I / I 'Yo - ~I· Figure 4 

is taken from [8] and shows results of computer 

calculations for a particular proboscis domain 

with p = 1 and proboscis length approximately 

2/3, for four contact angles 'Y decreasing to the 

critical 'Yo = 30°. The individual figures show 

projections of the three dimensional surfaces, 

cut along the plane of symmetry, . with height 

above the center of the circular arc portion indi

cated according to the scale of shadings shown. 

It is seen that although the fluid rise in the cor-

ner is not discontinuous as occurs for a planar 

wedge, the rise height in the proboscis is rela

tively modest until 'Y becomes very close to 'Yo, 

and then becomes extremely rapid (at 'Y = 'Yo 
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Figure 4. Equilibrium interfaces, proboscis domain; "( == 60°, 40°, '35°, 31°; 'Yo = 30°. 
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the rise height would be infinite). The proximity 

of 1 to 'Yo could thus be readily evidenced by 

sensors close to the vertex, near the top of 

a container of carefully selected height. The 

method appears to open a prospect for contact 

angle measurements more accurate than can be 

obtained with presently available methods. 

The proposed procedure is scheduled for. 

testing, in collaboration with M. Weislogel, 

in a drop tower and on board the forthcom

ing USML-2 Space Shuttle flight. The fab

ricated test containers have two diametrically 

opposed canonical proboscis extensions to a cir

cular cylinder, instead of just the one shown in 

Figure 2. These extensions will correspond to 

differing critical contact angles, to allow brack

eting of the determined contact angle value. 
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